
Desert Camp in Western Sahara

Weatherhaven provides the portable shelters and systems you need 
to operate a camp of any size, in any place. We provide custom portable 
camps to meet your specific needs, from turnkey exploration camps, to 
construction and development camps of every kind.

Weatherhaven has a selection of fabric shelters and expandable 
containers that are suitable for resource and construction industries. 
Since these industries have projects that are located worldwide, they 
often face challenging access problems when working at remote sites. 
No matter what size or configuration you need, Weatherhaven shelter 
systems provide a high-quality and secure camp environment.

Weatherhaven construction and development camps can include 
accommodation, kitchens, dining halls, wash houses, offices, core  
shacks, recreation facilities, and medical shelters. These applications  
can be housed in our fabric shelters, expandable containers, or a 
combination of both.

Base Facilities

Worldwide Shelter Installations

 � Expertise in designing redeployable, turnkey camps

 � Camps are functional, comfortable and ready to use 
when occupants arrive

 � Quickly operational and easy to maintain

 � Designed for quick recovery and redeployment

 � Quick connect fittings to allow for rapid installation

 � Suitable for extremely hot or cold environments

 � Mechanical solutions tailored to the mobility of  
the camp

 � Lightweight, compact and durable furnishings

 � Custom electrical systems from basic to heavy-duty

www.weatherhaven.com

Shelter and Camp Systems
Weatherhaven does more than provide portable shelters. Our 

expertise lies in designing portable and redeployable turnkey camps 
and systems that are functional, comfortable, and ready to use when 
occupants arrive on site.

The shelter systems used in Weatherhaven’s fabric structures are 
installed and integrated once the shelters have been erected on site. Most 
of these systems are pre-assembled at the factory, and have quick connect 
fittings to allow for rapid installation.

UN Camp in Eritrea

Desert Camp in Western Sahara



Medical Facilities

Dining Facilities

equipment to travel safely and comfortably 
between shelters. 

Camp Systems
In addition to its shelter systems, 

Weatherhaven also offers the following  
camp systems:
 � Power generation and distribution
 � Water filtration, storage, and distribution
 � Waste management
 � Camp security
 � Fire protection

Services
Packaging

Weatherhaven’s standard camp 
packaging adapts to the loading 
limitations of the transport and associated  
equipment available. 
Transport

Weatherhaven provides the maximum 
in transportation savings and flexibility.  
All camps can be packaged to meet 
transportation requirements.

Base Facilities

Worldwide Shelter Installations

The expandable MECC™ and ERSA 
products typically come with electrical and 
mechanical systems installed into their central 
core, making them quickly operational once 
deployed on site.

Shelter Systems
Weatherhaven provides complete, code 

compliant shelter systems.
 � Kitchen and dining complexes
 � Wash houses
 � Laundries
 � Accommodation
 � Offices
 � Warehouses
 � Workshops and maintenance shelters
 � Medical shelters
 � Recreation

Electrical Systems 
Weatherhaven ships pre-assembled 

electrical kits with its shelters. These kits are 
designed for safety, convenience, performance, 
durability, and ease of installation.

Mechanical Systems
Mechanical systems vary tremendously, 

depending on the scope and size of the camp. 
They can range from individual heaters, 
ventilation kits, and basic plumbing to water 
supply and sewage treatment for large camps.

Furnishings and Interiors
Weatherhaven designs and manufactures 

a variety of furnishings that are ideal for  
remote camps. All of our furnishings are 
designed according to our philosophy of 
supplying products that are lightweight, 
compact, and durable.

Floors
We offer a large selection of flooring  

for Weatherhaven shelters to suit any 
geographical location.

Corridors and Interconnectors
Weatherhaven Interconnectors and 

Corridors are designed to link Weatherhaven 
shelters in order to allow occupants and 
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